
This message is intended for faculty contemplating applying to the NSF American National Election 
Studies Competition (ANES).  

The American National Election Studies (ANES) produce high quality data from its own surveys on 
voting, public opinion, and political participation. The mission of the ANES is to inform explanations of 
election outcomes by providing data that support rich hypothesis testing, maximize methodological 
excellence, measure many variables, and promote comparisons across people, contexts, and time. The 
ANES serves this mission by providing researchers with a view of the political world through the eyes of 
ordinary citizens. 

The Political Science Program in the Directorate for Social, Behavioral and Economic Sciences expects to 
make two awards for the 2020 Presidential election cycle with the award to run from fiscal years 2018 to 
2021. We anticipate that NSF will make two awards totaling no more than $11.5 million over four years. 
One will be for the traditional face-to-face survey. The second will be for a web-based survey. While 
these will be independent awards, the two awardees will be expected to work closely together. The 
expected start date is July 2018. 

ANES started in 1948. Since then, the project has conducted a survey during each presidential election. 
One of the unique attributes of ANES is that for each election respondents have been surveyed prior to 
the Presidential election and then after the election. These pre and post surveys provide a unique look 
at how Americans participate in politics and why. 

These cross-sectional surveys have been conducted using random sampling with the sampling scheme 
being relatively stable over time. The content of the survey has also stayed relatively stable over time 
though there has been the introduction of new topics, the deletion of old topics, and changes in 
question wording. To insure the integrity of the survey, it was decided in 1977 that the principal 
investigator(s) would be advised by a national Board of Overseers that would be representative of the 
community of scholars interested in American national elections. 

The National Science Foundation has helped to support this enterprise since 1970. During this period, 
the survey has been conducted primarily using a face to face design where trained interviewers go into 
households to conduct their interviews. In addition to face to face surveys, ANES has conducted mode 
comparisons using random digit dialing (RDD) and, in recent years, web-based platforms. ANES has also 
conducted several other enhancements. For instance, several panel studies have been conducted 
including a 29-wave panel study conducted around the 2008 election. Other innovations have included 
oversamples of African Americans, oversamples of Hispanics with the instrument translated into Spanish 
and surveys conducted by bi-lingual interviewers, experimentation with new instrumentation, 
recruitment of respondents, etc. 

LIMIT ON NUMBER OF PROPOSALS PER ORGANIZATION:   
Institutions are restricted to submitting only one proposal for this solicitation. The one proposal can be 
for either the ANES Face-to-Face Competition or for the ANES WEB Competition. 
 
LETTERS OF INTENT (Required, due by 5 p.m. proposer's local time): February 21, 2018. 
 
FULL PROPOSAL TARGET DATE (due by 5 p.m. proposer's local time): April 20, 2018. 
 



Because of the above restrictions, Research and Sponsored Programs is requesting that all those 
interested in applying to the NSF ANES competition submit an abstract for their project to Deborah 
Lundin by Friday, January 26.  This will enable us to ensure that the University does not submit more 
than the allotted amount of proposals for our institution.  If the number of abstracts we receive exceeds 
the number of proposals we are allowed to submit, we will advise the relevant faculty on how a 
selection will be determined and, subsequently, how to proceed with the submission of the proposal to 
the National Science Foundation. 
 
You may download the complete program description and application guidelines at 
https://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2018/nsf18519/nsf18519.htm?WT.mc_id=USNSF_25&WT.mc_ev=click.  If 
you have any questions, you may contact our office at ext. 2425. 

https://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2018/nsf18519/nsf18519.htm?WT.mc_id=USNSF_25&WT.mc_ev=click

